Effects of OTU clustering and PCR artifacts on microbial diversity estimates.
Next-generation sequencing has increased the coverage of microbial diversity surveys by orders of magnitude, but differentiating artifacts from rare environmental sequences remains a challenge. Clustering 16S rRNA sequences into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) organizes sequence data into groups of 97 % identity, helping to reduce data volumes and avoid analyzing sequencing artifacts by grouping them with real sequences. Here, we analyze sequence abundance distributions across environmental samples and show that 16S rRNA sequences of >99 % identity can represent functionally distinct microorganisms, rendering OTU clustering problematic when the goal is an accurate analysis of organism distribution. Strict postsequencing quality control (QC) filters eliminated the most prevalent artifacts without clustering. Further experiments proved that DNA polymerase errors in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) generate a significant number of substitution errors, most of which pass QC filters. Based on our findings, we recommend minimizing the number of PCR cycles in DNA library preparation and applying strict postsequencing QC filters to reduce the most prevalent artifacts while maintaining a high level of accuracy in diversity estimates. We further recommend correlating rare and abundant sequences across environmental samples, rather than clustering into OTUs, to identify remaining sequence artifacts without losing the resolution afforded by high-throughput sequencing.